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Abstract. Let A be an invertible (bounded linear) operator acting on a com-

plex Banach space 3f . A is called hypercyclic if there is a vector y in 3f

such that the orbit Orb(^ ; y) := {y, Ay, A2y, ...} is dense in 3f . (ßC is

necessarily separable and infinite dimensional.)

Theorem 1. The following are equivalent for an invertible operator A acting on

3f : (i) A or A~l is hypercyclic; (ii) A and A~l are hypercyclic; (iii) there is

a vector z such that Orb(A ; z)~ = Orb(A~^ ; z)~~ = 3? (the upper bar denotes

norm-closure); (iv) there is a vector y in 3? such that

\Ox\s(A;y)\JOx\)(A-x ; y)]~ = 3f.

Theorem 2. If A is not hypercyclic, then A and A~] have a common nontrivial

invariant closed subset.

1. Introduction

Only one point is new in Theorem 1. Indeed, the equivalence between (i) and

(ii) is already contained in [4] (see also [1] for a different proof). Moreover,

if A (and, therefore, A~x) is hypercyclic, then its set of hypercyclic vectors

are G¿ -dense subsets of áf. Since the intersection of two G g -dense subsets is

a G¿-dense subset, we deduce that (i) (or (ii)) implies (iii) (same references).

On the other hand, the implication (iii) => (i), (ii), and (iv) is trivial. Thus,

(i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent statements, and it only remains to show that

(iv) => (i) or (ii).

The class of hypercyclic operators acting on %? is rather large, at least for

the case when J*7 is a Hubert space. The interested reader is referred to [1-3]

for the analysis of this class.
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2. Proof of Theorem 2

The second theorem is an unpublished result [4, Theorem 2.15]. Since A is

not hypercyclic, neither is A~x . Let y be any nonzero vector in Sf and let

3" = [Orb(^ ; y) U Orb(^"' ; y)]~ .

The set S" is closed, contains a nonzero vector, and it is invariant under A

and A~x. If 3* ^ Sf, then J?7 is the required common invariant subset, and

the theorem is proved.
Suppose 3? = %? ; then Orb(^4 ; y) is not discrete (otherwise Orb(^_1 ; y)~

= Jf, contrary to our assumption). So, there is a nonzero vector w and positive

integers «, —► oo such that ||w - A"'y\\ —* 0   (/' —► oo). Let

f = {x £ âf: \\x - Ar'y\\ '-* 0(l -» oo)

for some increasing sequence {r,} of positive integers}.

Then f / Sf since # c Oxb{A ; y)~~ ■£ 3?. Also, J? contains a nonzero

w and is invariant under A and A~x. (Indeed, if x £ J", then

\\A~xx - Ar'A~xy\\ = \\A~xx - Ar'-Xy\\

< \\A-x\\-\\x-Ar'y\\ ^0       (i-»oo),

so that /T'x e/.)
It will be shown that ä?\f is open. Let v £ Sf\ß' ; then there is an e > 0

and a positive integer N such that \\v - A"y\\ > e for all n > N. It follows

that 38{v ,e):={x£^: \\v - x\\ < e} c äT\f.
Hence, J' is a nontrivial closed subset of 3? invariant under A and A~x .

Remark. It follows from the same proof that if A is invertible, but not hy-

percyclic, and An,y converges in the norm to a nonzero vector w for some

increasing sequence of integers «,, then A~x has a nontrivial invariant closed

subset.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

(iv) => (i) or (ii). By hypothesis,

2? = [Orb(^ ; y) U Orb{A~x ; y)]~ .

The Baire Category Theorem indicates that either Orb(yl;y)_ or

Orb(yl_1 ; y)~ has nonempty interior. If Orb{A ; y)~ is nowhere dense, then

Orb(^4_1 ; y)~ = 3?, and, therefore, A~x is hypercyclic.

Assume interior Oxb{A ; y)~ / 0 and define ^ exactly as above; then ^ is

a closed subset of 3? invariant under A and A~x . Clearly, there is a positive

integer p and ô > 0 such that ^(/lpy ; <S) c Orb(^ ; y)~ . It follows that

\\Apy-Ar'y\\^0       {i -* oo)

for some increasing sequence {r,} with r; > p > 0 for all i > 0, so that

Apy £ f. Since f is invariant under A~x , y = A~p{Apy) £ J', and,

therefore,

Orb{A;y)~ p f = [Orb{A; y) uOrb{A~x ; y)]~ = 3f,

whence we conclude that A is hypercyclic.

The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
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Note added in proof

The present proofreading was done by the editor who notes with sorrow that

the first named author D. A. H. died of cancer while this paper was in press.
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